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Abstract

The effect of growth in the stability of elastic materials is studied. From a stability

perspective, growth and resorption have two main effects. First a change of mass modifies the

geometry of the system and possibly the critical lengths involved in stability thresholds.

Second, growth may depend on stress but also it may induce residual stresses in the material.

These stresses change the effective loads and they may both stabilize or destabilize the

material. To discuss the stability of growing elastic materials, the theory of finite elasticity is

used as a general framework for the mechanical description of elastic properties and growth is

taken into account through the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient. The

formalism of incremental deformation is adapted to include growth effects. As an application

of the formalism, the stability of a growing neo-Hookean incompressible spherical shell under

external pressure is analyzed. Numerical and analytical methods are combined to obtain

explicit stability results and to identify the role of mechanical and geometric effects. The

importance of residual stress is established by showing that under large anisotropic growth a

spherical shell can become spontaneously unstable without any external loading.
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1. Introduction

Growth describes the process by which a material increases in size by addition of
mass. In physics, growth may refer to processes such as epitaxial growth where
material is fed in the system and reorganize on the substrate but mostly refers to
phenomena associated with phase transition: the interface between the phases
evolves in time to produce a crystal (Langer, 1980; Ben Amar and Pomeau, 1986;
Kessler et al., 1988). In these free boundary problems controlled by diffusion, the
interface is a line of discontinuity with no particular material property. By
opposition, most non-diffusive growth processes are the hallmark of life and are
generated by biological systems (with the notable exception of swelling gels (Onuki,
1989; Sudipto et al., 2002)). Increase in size in biological systems fills many purposes
and functions and accordingly it takes place in many different ways and guises.
Growth can be mostly restricted to precise locations such as in tip growth, first
described by Reinhardt (1892). Tip growth takes place in most microscopic
filamentary systems such as fungi, filamentary bacteria or root hair (Gooday and
Trinci, 1980; Howard and Valent, 1996; Harold, 1997; Money, 1997; Goriely and
Tabor, 2003). Surface growth describes mechanisms such as accretion and deposition
in hard tissues found for instance in the formation of teeth, seashells, horns and, to a
lesser extent, bones (Thomspon, 1992; Skalak and Hoger, 1997). Volumetric growth

takes place in the bulk of the material and is typical of many developmental,
physiological or pathological processes. Volumetric growth has been particularly
well documented in specific systems such as arteries, heart, muscles, and solid tumors
(Taber, 1995; Humphrey, 2003; Cowin, 2004).
Continuum mechanics provides a natural framework for the description of soft

tissues. In particular, the theory of elasticity has been used since the nineteenth
century for the modeling of mechanical properties resulting from the interaction
between the physical environment and biological structures and functions such as in
the theory of Wolff for bone growth or Woods for the regulation of heart wall stress
(Taber, 1995). However, it was not before the work of Fung (1990, 1993) and Skalak
et al. (1973) that it was fully appreciated that soft tissues are complex mechanical
materials with typical nonlinear, anisotropic, inhomogeneous behaviors which are
often subject to large strains and stresses (Humphrey, 2003). Therefore, their
mechanical properties are best described within the theory of finite elasticity and
much work has been done to establish constitutive relationships for general
biological materials with particular symmetry or for specific physiological materials.
There have been many attempts to include the effect of growth and remodeling in

biological materials. The general idea is that growth can be taken into account by
considering that the deformations of a body can be due to both change of mass and to
elastic deformation (Hsu, 1968; Cowin and Hegedus, 1976; Skalak, 1981; Entov, 1983;
Drozdov, 1990; Stein, 1995). These lines of thoughts culminated to a general statement
of growth (Rodriguez et al., 1994) in terms of a multiplicative decomposition of
deformation gradient similar to the ones used in elasto-plasticity (Lee, 1969; Casey and
Naghdi, 1980). The fundamental idea of Rodriguez et al. (1994) is that the geometric
deformation tensor is decomposed as the product of a growth tensor describing the
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local addition of a material and an elastic tensor characterizing the reorganization of
the body needed to ensure compatibility and integrity. Moreover, the stresses
generated through growth depend only on the elastic part of the deformation tensor.
This early seminal work on growth has since been amply discussed (Drozdov and
Khanina, 1997; Cowin, 2004; Humphrey, 2003) and put on a more rigorous
foundation (Epstein and Maugin, 2000; DiCarlo and Quiligotti, 2002; Lubarda and
Hoger, 2002). This kinematic theory is now a starting point of most theoretical
analyses in which other effects are included (Cowin, 1996; Klisch et al., 2001;
Garikipati et al., 2004) and to study specific models involving growth of soft tissues
such as the heart (Lin and Taber, 1995), arteries (Taber and Humphrey, 2001), the
aorta (Taber and Eggers, 1996; Taber, 1998b), smooth muscles (Taber, 1998a), and
cartilage (Klisch et al., 2003). Despite progresses in this field it has been commented by
many authors (Taber, 1998a; Ambrosi and Mollica, 2004) that one of the central
problems is the development of a constitutive theory for the relationship between
growth and mechanical variables such as stresses and strains. Furthermore, the
multiplicative decomposition is mostly a geometric modeling of growth and does not
address the process by which growth occurs. Humphrey and Rajagopal (2002) recently
argued that growth should be modeled within a mixture theory by following mass
production, resorption and remodeling of individual constituents. Growth is then
represented by the evolution of different natural configurations and the differences
between these configurations lead to residual stress.
One of the most important mechanical features associated with growth is the

generation of residual stress (Skalak et al., 1996). These stresses are due to the
incompatibility of growth and have been shown to play an important role in the
function of soft tissues such as peak stress regulation in arteries (Humphrey, 2003) or
in the growth of solid tumor (Ambrosi and Mollica, 2004). Essentially, as growth
takes place locally, parts of the body needs to be stretched or compressed to ensure
integrity (no cavitation) and compatibility (no overlap) of the body. In turn, these
strains are associated with stresses referred to as residual stresses (Skalak, 1981;
Hoger, 1986; Skalak et al., 1996). It is well-known that elastic materials under
external loads can develop instabilities such as buckling or wrinkling and a natural
question is whether growth itself can generate sufficient stress as to destabilize the
body. This is not obvious since the geometric effect of growth is to change the
different lengths associated with the body (such as thickness) and this may have a
stabilizing effect (typically, stubby bodies are more stable than slender ones).
Therefore, geometric and mechanical effects can both help stabilize or destabilize the
body and there is an interesting interplay between these effects to be studied.
In this paper, we study instabilities related to growth or resorption in elastic

materials. Elastic materials are represented by hyperelastic materials in the theory of
finite elasticity and growth is described through the decomposition of the
deformation gradient. Stability is defined here as a bifurcation, that is the existence
of new solutions to the incremental deformation problem superimposed on the
bifurcation of a finite strain solution. The theory of incremental deformation (Green
and Adkins, 1970; Green and Zerna, 1992; Ogden, 1984) is adopted and adapted to
allow for the addition of growth.
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To illustrate the formalism we study the instability due to constant anisotropic
growth with respect to the reference configuration in a simple problem. Specifically,
we consider the anisotropic but spherically symmetric constant growth of an
incompressible spherical shell made out of a neo-Hookean material. The geometry of
this problem is relevant in many similar problems (Totafurno and Bjerknes, 1983;
Chen et al., 2001) and its exhaustive analysis gives us some insight into the possible
effects of growth on stability. We compute the residual stress due to growth and
consider the bifurcation to axisymmetric solutions. We combine analytic techniques
available for high-mode numbers and thin shells together with numerical results to
study the relative effects of geometry and mechanics. Finally, we compute the critical
anisotropic growth necessary to destabilize shells of arbitrary thickness.
2. General setup

Consider an elastic body B 2 R3 described in the reference configuration by the
material coordinates X. After deformation, the body is described by x ¼ vðX; tÞ. The
description of the body in these coordinates is referred to as the current

configuration.1 We assume that this deformation is caused by two effects, either an
elastic response (a pure response of the material) or due to growth. These
contributions are embedded in the deformation tensor. Let F ¼

qv
qX � GradðvÞ be

the geometric deformation tensor, then the basic assumption of elastic growth is that
F is decomposed as follows (Rodriguez et al., 1994):

F ¼ A �G, (1)

where A is the elastic deformation tensor describing pure deformation resulting from
stresses and G is the growth tensor, describing locally the generation (or removal) of
new material points (see Fig. 1 for a diagram). If the material is elastically

incompressible, we have detðAÞ ¼ 1 and J ¼ detðFÞ ¼ detðGÞ describes the change in
volume due to growth.
The body is assumed to be hyperelastic, that is, there is a strain energy function

W ¼ W ðAÞ and the nominal stress-deformation relation for unconstrained material
associated with the deformation gradient tensor F is given by:

S ¼ J
qW

qF
ðAÞ ð2Þ

¼ JG�1
� WA, ð3Þ

where S is the nominal stress tensor and WA denotes the derivative of W ðAÞ with
respect to the tensor A. The extra factor J is due to the fact that elastic strains are
computed from the grown state and not from the reference state. We have used Eq.
(95) in Appendix A to express the derivative of W as a function of A. If the material
is elastically constrained (that is, there is one or more scalar relations, CðAÞ ¼ 0,
1Other terminologies for the reference and current configurations include, respectively, Lagrangian and

Eulerian or material and instantaneous.
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between the elastic strains), a Lagrange multiplier q has to be introduced and the
nominal stress becomes

S ¼ J
qW

qF
ðAÞ � qJ

qC

qF
ðAÞ ð4Þ

¼ JG�1
� WA � qJG�1

� CA. ð5Þ

In particular, the condition for volumetric incompressibility is C ¼ detðAÞ � 1 and
the nominal stress is (using Eq. (96)):

S ¼ JG�1
� WA � qJG�1

� A�1, (6)

where q ¼ qðX; tÞ is related to the hydrostatic pressure. Once the nominal stress
tensor is known, the Cauchy stress tensor T expressing the actual stress in the body
after deformation can be obtained from the geometric connection:

TT ¼ J�1F � S. (7)

That is,

TT ¼ JJ�1A �G �G�1
� ðWA � qCAÞ

¼ A � ðWA � qCAÞ. ð8Þ
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The Cauchy stress tensor is expressed in the current configuration variables x. From
objectivity considerations, we have A � WA ¼ ðWAÞ

T
� AT and A � CA ¼ ðCAÞ

T
� AT.

Therefore, we have TT ¼ T which is the local form of Cauchy’s second law on the
balance of rotational momentum and the expression for the Cauchy stress tensor
becomes

T ¼ A � ðWA � qCAÞ. (9)

In the incompressible case, this last relation becomes

T ¼ A � WA � q1 (10)

and q is the hydrostatic pressure necessary to ensure incompressibility. The equation
for mechanical equilibrium in the absence of body forces is

DivðSÞ ¼ 0, (11)

or,

divðTÞ ¼ 0, (12)

where Div (resp. div.) denotes the divergence in the reference (resp. current)
configuration. Eq. (11) (or (12)) provides, through the constitutive relationship (6)
(or (8)) a system of three equations for the strains x ¼ vðXÞ. If the strains are known,
the stresses are obtained from (6).
As usual, conditions on the boundary can be imposed through dead-loading (that

is prescribing the normal components of the stresses T or S at the boundary), rigid-
loading (that is by fixing the deformations allowed at the boundary of the body) or
mixed-loading (fixing deformations on some part of the body and stresses on the
remainder). As an example and of particular interest for our analysis is the loading
by fluid pressure P. The traction on the body is given by the Cauchy stress in the
normal direction n of the boundary:

T � n ¼ �Pn. (13)

The corresponding boundary condition on the nominal stress reads:

ST �N ¼ �PJðFTÞ�1 �N. (14)
3. Incremental deformation

We consider the case where the growth tensor G is constant in space and time.
This corresponds to a case where growth is homogeneous but possibly anisotropic.
This is the simplest type of growth tensor leading to residual stress. Here growth is
completely driven from outside and it is not influenced by the state of the system
such as stresses or strains. Therefore, at this level of description growth tensor can be
seen as the control parameter that changes the geometry of the body and its residual
stress. Once, a particular reference configuration has been identified with prescribed
boundary conditions and allowable deformations, the deformations and stresses can
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be computed, in principle, by solving (12). This finite-deformation solution
represents a mechanical equilibrium whose stability can be established by
considering a wider class of deformation. For instance, in Section 4, we compute
the radially symmetric deformation of a growing shell under pressure. Once the
change in radius due to growth and applied stress has been established, one can
study the stability of this configuration with respect to non-radial deformations. The
general procedure to test the stability is to implement a perturbation expansion in
which the new deformations are assumed to be infinitesimal (or ‘‘incremental’’).
Namely, we assume that the nominal stress Sð0Þ and deformations vð0Þ are known for
given boundary conditions. Then, we introduce incremental deformations as follows:

v ¼ vð0Þ þ �vð1Þ, (15)

where � has been introduced as a small parameter (the term vð1Þ is then of order one)
that characterizes the size of the perturbation superimposed on the finite
deformation. Accordingly, we have

F ¼ GradðvÞ ¼ ð1þ �Fð1ÞÞ � Fð0Þ, (16)

and, since the growth tensor G is assumed to be constant, the elastic deformation
tensor is simply

A ¼ ð1þ �Að1Þ
Þ � Að0Þ, (17)

where Að0Þ
¼ Fð0Þ �G�1 and Að1Þ

¼ Fð1Þ. The peculiar form of the expansions for F
and A with Fð0Þ as a factor is chosen so that the incremental deformation is expressed
in the current configuration rather than the reference configuration. Note that since
detðFÞ ¼ detðFð0ÞÞ ¼ J, we have

trðFð1ÞÞ ¼ 0. (18)

Since both the incremental deformation Fð1Þ and the boundary conditions are
expressed in the current configuration we only consider the Cauchy stress tensor and
assume it can be expanded in �:

T ¼ Tð0Þ þ �Tð1Þ þOð�2Þ. (19)

We can now relate the incremental stresses to the incremental strains by the
constitutive relationship. In terms of the nominal stress tensor, relation (8) to zeroth
and first-order reads

Tð0Þ ¼ Að0Þ
� ðW

ð0Þ
A � qð0ÞC

ð0Þ
A Þ, (20)

and

Tð1Þ ¼ Fð1Þ � Tð0Þ � qð1ÞAð0Þ
� C

ð0Þ
A þL:Fð1Þ � qð0ÞC : Fð1Þ, (21)

where q ¼ qð0Þ þ �qð1Þ, and L, C are the fourth-order tensors defined by

L : Fð1Þ ¼ Að0Þ
� W

ð0Þ
AA : Fð1Þ � Að0Þ, ð22Þ

C : Fð1Þ ¼ Að0Þ
� C

ð0Þ
AA : Fð1Þ � Að0Þ, ð23Þ
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and W
ð0Þ
A , W

ð0Þ
AA are the first and second derivatives of W with respect to A evaluated

on Að0Þ. The components of the fourth-order tensor L are the instantaneous elastic

moduli. Their explicit form is given in Appendix C. In the incompressible case,
C ¼ detðAÞ � 1, so that (20) now reads

Tð0Þ ¼ Að0Þ
� W

ð0Þ
A � qð0Þ1, (24)

and we can use Eq. (97) of Appendix A to show that

C : Fð1Þ ¼ �Fð1Þ. (25)

The incremental Cauchy stress tensor then becomes

Tð1Þ ¼ L : Fð1Þ þ Fð1Þ � Að0Þ
� W

ð0Þ
A � pð1Þ1. (26)

The stability analysis proceeds by expanding the equation for mechanical
equilibrium (Eqs. (11) or (12)) to first-order in epsilon. That is:

divðTð1ÞÞ ¼ 0. (27)

This last equation takes the form (in the incompressible case):

divðL : Fð1ÞÞ þ ðFð1ÞÞ
T
� gradðqð0ÞÞ � gradðqð1ÞÞ ¼ 0, (28)

where we have used ðTðiÞÞ
T
¼ TðiÞ, divðTð0ÞÞ ¼ 0 and

divðFð1ÞÞ ¼ 0. (29)

This last relation comes from the application of Nanson’s formula applied to the
transformation of a volume element so that

divðJ�1FÞ ¼ 0, (30)

which implies both divðJ�1Fð0ÞÞ ¼ 0 and (29).
The boundary conditions are prescribed by fixing vð1Þ on some part of the

boundary and n:ðTð1ÞÞ on the remainder of the boundary (where n is the unit outward
vector normal to the current boundary).
Relation (28) is the central linear equation for the stability analysis of the

configuration associated with the deformation vð0Þ. For given boundary conditions,
the onset of solutions to this system of equations indicates the possibility of an
instability.
4. The growing shell

4.1. Spherically-symmetric deformations

We consider the symmetric growth and deformation of a spherical shell with
border radii R ¼ A and R ¼ B in the reference configuration. Under deformation,
the shell expands and a sphere located at R in the reference configuration is now a
sphere located at a distance r ¼ rðRÞ (see Fig. 2). The geometric deformation
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Fig. 2. Radial deformation of a shell with inner and outer radii A and B to a shell with radii a and b.
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gradient tensor is then given by

F ¼ diagðr0; r=R; r=RÞ, (31)

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to R. The elastic strain tensor is

A ¼ diagða1; a2; a2Þ. (32)

The effect of symmetric growth is contained in the growth tensor:

G ¼ diagðg1; g2; g2Þ, (33)

where g1 and g2 are functions of R.
Isotropic growth is achieved when g1 ¼ g2. If g1 ¼ 1 and g241, growth is purely

radial and, following (Klisch et al., 2001) is referred to as circumferential growth, that
is each sphere inside the shell increases (or decreases) its surface area (see Fig. 3). If
g1 ¼ 1 and g2o1 material is removed in the same manner and this process is referred
to as circumferential resorption. If g2 ¼ 1 and g1a1, growth and resorption take
place in the radial direction and each radial fiber in the shell increases (or decreases).
This case is referred to as radial growth (or radial resorption if mass is lost). In many
respects, the important parameter is the ratio g ¼ g1=g2 and mechanical solutions
with radial growth will be qualitatively similar to solutions with circumferential
resorption (g41) up to an isotropic growth.
Growth is usually the result of a continuous process on time scales varying from

minutes to years depending on the specific system. After each incremental growth,
relaxation and remodeling take place on time scales associated with elastic and
viscous times smaller than one second (depending on the specific viscous model).
Therefore, we only consider here the case where the two time-scales decouple (see
discussion in Cowin, 2004) and the process is represented by a series of small quasi-
static incremental growth steps of an unloaded configuration followed by elastic
relaxation at each step (Klisch et al., 2001). Here, growth is defined with respect to
the initial reference configuration and we assume, for simplicity, that the cumulative
effect of the incremental growth process can be represented by a tensor G. The
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incompressibility condition detðAÞ ¼ 1 together with the relation F ¼ A �G has two
consequences. First, a2 ¼ a, a1 ¼ a�2 and r0 ¼ a1g1, r=R ¼ a2g2. Second, the
deformation is completely determined by r0r2=R2 ¼ g1g

2
2, that is, after integration

r3 � a3 ¼ 3

Z R

A

g1ðRÞg22ðRÞR2 dR, (34)

where a ¼ rðAÞ and b ¼ rðBÞ denote the inner and outer radii of the deformed shell.
Let s1 ¼ S11 and s2 ¼ S22 ¼ S33 be the non-vanishing components of the nominal
stress tensor S. Then the stress–strain relation (6) reads

s1 ¼ g22ðW 1 � qa�11 Þ, ð35Þ

s2 ¼ g1g2ðW 2 � qa�12 Þ, ð36Þ

where W i ¼
qW
qai
. The only nonvanishing equation for mechanical equilibrium (11) is

qs1

qR
þ
2

R
ðs1 � s2Þ ¼ 0. (37)

A closed equation for s1 is obtained by eliminating q between (35) and (36) and
introducing the auxiliary function bW ¼ W ða�2; a; aÞ so that, we have

qs1

qR
¼
2s1

R
ðga�3 � 1Þ þ g1g2

qa bW
R

, (38)
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where

aðRÞ ¼
ða3 þ 3

RR

A
g1ðRÞg22ðRÞR2 dRÞ

1=3

Rg2ðRÞ
. (39)

An equation for s1 as a function of the strain a can be obtained from (38) and
a ¼ r=ðRg2Þ. It reads

qs1

qa
¼
2s1ðg1a

�3 � g2Þ þ g1g
2
2qa bW

a g1a�3 � g2 � R dg2
dR

� � . (40)

Note that a closed equation for s1 as a function of a can only be obtained by either
inverting relation (39) or by considering the special case where g1 and g2 are
independent of R.
We can also compute the stresses in terms of the Cauchy stress tensors and we

denote the non-vanishing components of T by t1 ¼ T11 (radial stress), and t2 ¼

T22 ¼ T33 (hoop stress). Then the stress–strain relation (8) reads

t1 ¼ a1W 1 � q, ð41Þ

t2 ¼ a2W 2 � q. ð42Þ

The only nonvanishing equation for mechanical equilibrium (11) in the current
configuration is

qt1

qr
þ
2

r
ðt1 � t2Þ ¼ 0, (43)

and a closed equation for t1 is obtained:

qt1

qr
¼

a
r
qa bW . (44)

As a function of the strain a we have

qt1

qa
¼

g1qa bW
½g1 � a3ðg2 þ Rg02Þ�

, (45)

and

t2 ¼ t1 þ
a
2
qa bW . (46)

We now study the deformation of a growing shell under external pressure, the case
without growth has been considered by many authors (See Section 5.5.1 for a review
of existing results) and it is particularly interesting to understand the effect of growth
in such context. The boundary conditions are then simply given by t1ðrðAÞÞ ¼ 0 and
t1ðrðBÞÞ ¼ �P.

4.2. Constant growth

Before we study the stability of thin shells under nonradially symmetric
perturbations, it is of interest to understand the stresses and the radial deformations
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that can be created through growth. To do so, we look at the particular case of
constant growth (constant g1 and g2) and applied load P ¼ t1ðAÞ � t1ðBÞ. Without
loss of generality we take t1ðAÞ ¼ 0 so that P ¼ �t1ðBÞ. If P40, the shell is subject to
an external hydrostatic pressure P and if Po0 the shell is inflated with an internal
pressure �P. In this case, Eq. (39) takes the form:

a3 ¼ g 1�
A3

R3

� �
þ

a3

g32R
3
. (47)

Defining aa ¼ aðAÞ ¼ a=ðAg2Þ and ab ¼ aðBÞ ¼ b=ðBg2Þ, we have

a3b ¼ g 1�
A

B

� �3" #
þ a3a

A

B

� �3
. (48)

Furthermore, Eq. (45) is a closed equation for t1ðaÞ which can be readily integrated:

t1ðaÞ ¼ g
Z a

aa

qa bW
g� a3ð Þ

da. (49)

The boundary condition t1ðabÞ ¼ �P leads to

�P ¼ g
Z ab

aa

qa bW
ðg� a3Þ

da (50)

and since, ab is related to aa by (48), this last relation is an equation for P as a
function of aa. For a given P, one can invert this relation to find the strain at the
boundary aa caused by the traction. In turn, once aa is known, the position of the
inner radius is known and so is the deformation r ¼ rðRÞ through (47). In Fig. 4, we
show the radial stress as a function of aa for a neo-Hookean material without growth
(g1 ¼ 1; g2 ¼ 1). Neo-Hookean materials are characterized by a strain energy
function W ¼ m1ða

2
1 þ a22 þ a23 � 3Þ with m140, that is bW ¼ m1ða

�4 þ 2a2 � 3Þ and
t1 ¼ m1ð4a

�1
b þ a�4b � 4a�1a � a�4a Þ:

4.3. Residual stress

In the absence of external stress, growth can still create stress, this so-called
residual stress is due to the anisotropic packing or removal of material (Skalak, 1981;
Hoger, 1986; Skalak et al., 1996). In Figs. 5 and 6, we show explicitly the
deformation and stresses created by radial and circumferential growth for an
isotropic neo-Hookean shell with no external loading (P ¼ 0). Both radial growth
and circumferential resorption create a compressive residual stress (i.e. a negative
radial stress) in the material whereas circumferential growth and radial resorption
create a tensile radial stress (i.e. a positive radial stress).
For constant growth, the radial stress vanishes only at the boundaries and its sign

depends on whether g is less than or greater than one. If we consider non-constant
growth, the effect of the term g02 in (45) can be sufficiently important as to create
regions with compressive stresses and other regions with tensile stresses in the case of
circumferential growth as noted in Chen and Hoger (2000).
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Fig. 4. The radial stress for a non-growing neo-Hookean material as a function of the inner boundary

strain aa. For a given P, the strain aðRÞ and the deformation r ¼ rðRÞ is specified by finding the value of aa

such that t1ðabÞ ¼ �P.
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4.4. Limit-point instability and inflation jump

The classical theory of rubber materials predicts that for particular choices of
strain-energy functions and parameters, a limit-point instability may occur in
spherical shell as the internal pressure is increased (Adkins and Rivlin, 1952;
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Alexander, 1971; Ogden, 1972; Chen and Healey, 1991; Gent, 1999; Müller and
Struchtrup, 2002). This effect is triggered by the loss of monotonicity of the function
t1ðabÞ as a function of aa, that is the pressure-stretch curve has a local maximum (see
Fig. 4) and the resulting instability is known as a limit-point instability. For instance,
in the limit of thin shell, a neo-Hookean membrane becomes unstable for aa ¼ 71=6

independently of the initial radius or the modulus. Past this critical value, the
membrane continues stretching for reduced pressure. For a material undergoing
isotropic constant growth, the critical value of the stretch where such an instability
occurs is given by

aa ¼ 71=6 1þ
d½415513� 157039

ffiffiffi
7

p
þ ð113960� 43079

ffiffiffi
7

p
Þðg� 1Þ�

14ð55
ffiffiffi
7

p
� 148Þ2

�
þOðd2; ðg� 1Þ2Þ

�
� 1:383f1þ d½0:311� 0:189ðg� 1Þ�g þOðd2; ðg� 1Þ2Þ, ð51Þ

where d ¼ B�A
A
measures the thickness of the shell. For other materials such as the

ones described by Mooney–Rivlin functions, the pressure stretch curve may present
a maximum followed by a minimum at finite stretch. Therefore, under controlled
pressure, the stretch may jump for increasing pressure and present a hysterisis when
the pressure is reduced leading to an inflation jump. For instance, if we consider a
Mooney–Rivlin function

W ¼ m1ða
2
1 þ a22 þ a23 � 3Þ þ m2ða

�2
1 þ a�22 þ a�23 � 3Þ, (52)

then for proper choice of the parameters m1;2 and shell radii, the curve t1ðabÞ presents
both a minimum and a maximum (see Fig. 7) and allows for the possibility of an
inflation jump. This jump is more pronounced in thinner shells and eventually
disappears for thicker shells.
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The effect of growth can be such that it effectively changes the property of the
material as to allow for the possibility of an inflation jump. As an example, consider
a non-growing material and values of the parameters where there is no instability,
that is the strain is a continuous function of the applied pressure. Now, for the same
elastic material with radial growth (see Fig. 8), an inflation jump occurs if g is large
enough. To understand how growth, geometry and elasticity control this effect, we
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compute from (50) and (48) the derivative of the pressure as a function of aa:

aa

g
� a�2a

� �
dP

daa

¼
qa bW ðabÞ

a2b
�

qa bW ðaaÞ

a2a
. (53)

We conclude that limit point instabilities are controlled by the function qa bW ðaÞ
a2 as

found in the classical case (Ogden, 1984, p. 285) and that the only dependence to
growth enters in the strain through relation (48). Therefore, the effect of constant
radial or circumferential growth is to effectively change the geometry of the shell;
that is a thick shell with radial growth effectively behaves as a classical thin shell.
5. Bifurcation of a shell

The general form for the first-order deformation vð1Þ describing the bifurcation of
a spherical shell is

vð1Þ ¼ ½uðr; y;jÞ; vðr; y;jÞ;wðr; y;jÞ�T, (54)

where ðr; y;jÞ are the usual spherical coordinates. The standard procedure is then to
expand the functions ðu; v;wÞ in spherical harmonics and solve Eq. (28) for each
mode. However, in the determination of the values of the parameter where a
bifurcation occurs, it has been established in the classical case (Wesolowski, 1967;
Wang and Ertepinar, 1972) and verified in the case of a growing shell that the
equations for w decouples so that w does not play a role in the bifurcation.
Furthermore, the equations for each order of the spherical harmonics are identical so
the analysis of the order 0, corresponding to Legendre polynomials, is sufficient to
identify the bifurcation point. We conclude that the bifurcation analysis of the
spherical shell reduces to the analysis of axisymmetric deformations, that is,

vð1Þ ¼ ½u; v; 0�T, (55)

with u; v independent of j. Then,

Fð1Þ ¼

qru ðqyu � vÞ=r 0

qrv ðqyv þ uÞ=r 0

0 0 ðu þ v cot yÞ=r

264
375. (56)

The condition (18) gives

rqru þ 2u þ qyv þ v cot y ¼ 0. (57)

The third component of Eq. (28) written in spherical coordinates (see Eqs.
(103)–(106) in Appendix B for the gradient and divergence of a tensor in spherical
coordinates) vanishes identically. Using connections (110)–(115) the two remaining
equations can be written:

c1
q2u
qr2

þ c2
qu

qr
þ c3

q2u

qy2
þ c4

qu

qy
þ c5u ¼

q
qr

qð1Þ, (58)
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c6
q2v
qr2

þ c7
qv

qr
þ c8

q2u
qrqy

þ c9
qu

qy
� v

� �
¼
1

r

q
qy

qð1Þ, (59)

with

c1 ¼ L1111 �L1122 �L1212 þ a1W 1, (60)

c2 ¼
1

r
r�1

q
qr

ðr2L1111 � r2L1122Þ þL2222 � 2L1122 � 2L1212 þL2233

�
þ2a1W 1 � a2W 2 þ r�1

q
qr

ðr2a1W 1Þ

�
, ð61Þ

c3 ¼ r�2L2121; c4 ¼ r�2 cotðyÞL2121; c5 ¼ 2r�2L2121, (63)

c6 ¼ L1212; c7 ¼ r�2
q
qr

ðr2L1212Þ; c8 ¼
1

r
ðL1122 �L2222 þL1212 � a1W 1Þ,

(64)

c9 ¼ r�2 r�1
q
qr

ðr2L1212Þ �L2222 þL2233 � a2W 2

� �
. (65)

Eqs. (57)–(59) form a system of three linear partial differential equations for
ðu; v; qð1ÞÞ. The standard method to solve Eqs. (58)–(59) is to express all variables of r

and y into products of a function of r alone and a Legendre polynomial in cosðyÞ.
That is, we write

uðr; yÞ ¼ UnðrÞPnðcos yÞ; vðr; yÞ ¼ V nðrÞ
d

dy
Pnðcos yÞ,

qð1Þðr; yÞ ¼ QnðrÞPnðcos yÞ, ð66Þ

where Pnðcos yÞ are the Legendre polynomials for which the following equality holds:

d2

dy2
Pnðcos yÞ þ cot y

d

dy
Pnðcos yÞ þ nðn þ 1ÞPnðcos yÞ ¼ 0. (67)

By using substitution (66) into Eqs. (57)–(59), together with identity (67), one can
express V n and Qn as a function of Un and its derivatives and obtain a closed fourth-
order linear ordinary differential equation for Un

d

dr
C3
d3Un

dr3
þ C2

d2Un

dr2
þ C1

dUn

dr

� �
þ C0Un ¼ 0, (68)

where

C3 ¼ r4L1212, (69)

C2 ¼ r4
d

dr
L1212 þ 4r3L1212, (70)
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C1 ¼ r3 2
d

dr
L1212 þ t1

� �
þ r2½ð2n2 þ 2n � 1ÞL1221 þ 2nðn þ 1ÞL1122

� nðn þ 1ÞL1111 � ðn2 þ n � 1ÞL2222 �L2233 �L2121�, ð71Þ

C0 ¼ ðn þ 2Þðn � 1Þ r2
d2

dr2
L1212 þ r

d

dr
ð2L1212 þL1221 �L2121 �L2222

�
þL2233Þðn

2 þ n þ 1ÞL2121 �L1221 � 2L1212 þL2222 �L2233

�
. ð72Þ

The boundary conditions are

Tð1Þ � n ¼ 0 on r ¼ a, ð73Þ

Tð1Þ � n ¼ �Pð1Þn on r ¼ b. ð74Þ

With the help of (26), the boundary condition for the incremental deformation takes
the form

Tð1Þ � n ¼ ðL : Fð1Þ þ Fð1Þ � Að0Þ
� WA � qð1Þ1Þ � n. (75)

In the particular case of the growing shell the radial and hoop components of Tð1Þ � n

give

ðTð1Þ � nÞ � n ¼ ðL1111 �L1122 þ a1W 1Þ
qu

qr
� qð1Þ, (76)

and

qv

qr
þ
1

r

qu

qy
� v

� �
¼ 0 on r ¼ a; b. (77)

Eq. (68) and boundary conditions (76)–(77) seem to be independent of the growth
parameters g. However, the coefficients of (68) depend on a and its derivatives
through the relation

da
dr

¼
a
r
�

a4

rg
. (78)

In the case of constant growth and a neo-Hookean strain energy function, Eq. (68)
takes the explicit form

d4Un

dr4
þ C3

d3Un

dr3
þ C2

d2Un

dr2
þ C1

dUn

dr
þ C0Un ¼ 0, (79)

with

C3 ¼
8a3

rg
, (80)

C2 ¼
ð4� g2ðn2 þ n � 2ÞÞa6 þ 16ga3 � g2ðn2 þ n þ 10Þ

r2g2
, (81)
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C1 ¼
2gðn2 þ n � 2Þa9 � 4ðg2ðn2 þ n � 2Þ � 2Þa6 � 4gðn2 þ n þ 8Þa3 þ 2g2ðn2 þ n þ 10Þ

r3g2
,

(82)

C0 ¼
ðn2 þ n � 2Þ½4ga9 þ ðg2ðn2 þ n � 2Þ þ 4Þa6 � 16ga3 þ 10 g2�

r4g2
, (83)

with boundary conditions at r ¼ a; b given by

d3Un

dr3
þ
2gþ 4a3

rg
d2Un

dr2
þ
8a3 � gða6 � 2Þðn2 þ n � 2Þ

r2g
dUn

dr

þ
ð�2ga6 þ 4a3 � 2gÞðn2 þ n � 2Þ

r3g
Un ¼ 0, ð84Þ

d2Un

dr2
þ
2

r

dUn

dr
þ

ðn2 þ n � 2Þ

r2
U ¼ 0. (85)

The integration of Eq. (79) takes place between r ¼ a and r ¼ b and the central
problem of solving this equation lies in finding, for a given initial thickness A=B, the
value of a such that the boundary conditions are satisfied (the outer radius b being a
function of a). In the case of a growing shell, the outer radius b depends not only on
the initial thickness A=B but also on the parameters g1;2 that describe growth
through Eq. (48). The stability equations for the growing shell (with constant
growth) and the boundary conditions are similar to the well-known equations for the
mechanical shell under pressure and most of the analytical and numerical results can
be adapted to the growing shell. Our strategy is as follows: First, we summarize the
basic stability results for the shell without growth. Second, we see how these basic
results are changed by the addition of constant growth.

5.1. A summary of stability results for the incompressible elastic shell

Before we proceed with the effect of anisotropic growth on the stability of shells, it is
of interest to summarize the basic results related to stability properties of classical
shells under pressure. Stability computations for this problem have a long history
going back to the work of Wesolowski (1967), and Wang and Ertepinar (1972) on the
neo-Hookean shell. Later on, Hill (1976), Haughton and Ogden (1978), Ogden (1984)
and Chen and Healey (1991) obtained general results for general strain-energy
functions and thin pressurized shells. More recent work on asymptotic limits,
relationship with other stability criterion and the eversion problem include Fu (1998),
Haughton and Kirkinis (2003), Haughton (2004) and Haughton and Chen (1999).
The stability of a pressurized shell and the critical mode (the first unstable mode)

depends on whether the pressure is applied internally (Po0) or externally (P40), its
thickness and the choice of strain-energy functions. The mode n ¼ 0 corresponds to
a symmetric increase in shell radius and its existence does not correspond to a true
axisymmetric bifurcation but a limit-point instability as discussed in Section 4.4.4.
Therefore, it will not be discussed here.
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5.1.1. Results for internally pressurized shells (Po0)

If the pressure is applied internally, a bifurcation analysis (Ogden, 1984) shows
that the mode that can be excited depends on the choice of strain-energy functions
and the thickness of the shell. Analytical results can be obtained for thin shells
(membrane) and extended numerically for a variety of materials. Various analyses
show that
(i)
 The critical mode depends on the nonlinearity of the strain-energy functions and
that neo-Hookean materials are stable under axisymmetric perturbation;
(ii)
 Unstable modes are ordered, in the sense that as strain is increased under
pressure the various values ak at which mode nk first becomes unstable are
ordered (akoakþ1), and the ak are distinct even in the membrane limit;
(iii)
 Depending on the nonlinearity, not all modes may become unstable (so that
only modes n1X1 to nk (possibly infinite) may become unstable).
Since the neo-Hookean shell is always stable, the case of internally pressurized shells
will not be further discussed in this work.

5.1.2. Results for externally pressurized shells (P40)

The situation is quite different for a shell under external pressure. Again, a number
of exact asymptotic results can be obtained in the membrane limit or for high mode
numbers. To discuss possible bifurcations, a typical plot of the strain aa required to
excite different modes for various thickness is shown in Fig. 9 for a neo-Hookean
material. Once the critical strain aa is known for the nth mode, ab can be computed
from (48) and the critical pressure necessary to excite the mode n is given by (50). For
further discussion on the growing shell, the following features are of importance
(Note that results (iv)–(vi) are new and have been developed specifically for this
paper) (Fig. 10):
(i)
 Thin shells are more likely to be unstable than thicker shells since the critical
strain increases with thickness;
(ii)
 Unstable modes are not ordered, in particular, as thickness decreases, higher
modes are first excited;
(iii)
 For thick shells (that is A=B � 1 ¼ Oð1Þ) and high modes, the critical strain
curve aðnÞa for the nth mode is given asymptotically by (see Appendix F)

aðnÞa ¼ 0:6661þ 0:5906=n � 10:2679=n2. (86)
(iv)
 In the limit A=B ! 1, the exact critical strain a0ðnÞ for the nth mode is given by
(see Appendix E)

a0ðnÞ ¼
�ðn2 þ n þ 7Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4n4 þ 8 n3 þ 12 n2 þ 8 n þ 49

p

n2 þ n � 2

" #1=6
, (87)
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Only the modes n ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 8; 10; 15; 20; 30; 40; 50 are shown. For a given thickness A=B, as the external

pressure is increased, the inner boundary shell moves inward and the strain aa decreases until it reaches a

critical curve. The critical mode is the first excited mode. For instance at A=B ¼ 6=10, the critical mode is
n ¼ 2 whereas for a thinner shell at A=B ¼ 3=4, the critical mode is n ¼ 3. The corresponding shapes are

shown in the next figure.
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(v)
 For thin shells, a Taylor expansion in d ¼ B�A
A
for the nth mode critical curve

valid to order Oðd4Þ is given by

aðnÞa ¼ a0ðnÞ þ a1ð1; nÞdþ a2ð1; nÞd
2
þ a3ð1; nÞd

3
þOðd4Þ, (88)

where the coefficients are given in Appendix F and the comparison with
numerical curves is shown in Fig. 11.
(vi)
 For thin shells, an expression for the envelope of the critical curves is given by
(see Appendix F and Fig. 11)

aa ¼ 1�
1

3
d�

7

36
d2 þ

235

864
d3 þOðd3Þ. (89)
5.2. Stability of the growing shell

We now consider the case of a neo-Hookean elastic shell with externally applied
pressure and study the effect of anisotropic growth on stability. We focus our
attention on radial growth and resorption. The effect of circumferential growth is
equivalent to radial resorption up to an isotropic change of volume.
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Fig. 10. Examples of shell deformation after the bifurcation. Note that the amplitude of the mode has

been chosen to show the structure of the solution and is not related to the mechanical problem at hand.

Since the analysis in this paper is linear there is no information on the mode amplitude or its sign.
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5.2.1. Mechanical versus geometric effects

Two possible growth effects are involved in stability. The first effect is due to
geometry. The increase or decrease in volume and hence shell thickness modifies the
stability properties of the shell by changing its effective geometry. For instance at a
given pressure, a reduction in thickness after resorption tends to destabilize the shell
(since thinner shells are more unstable than thicker ones). Likewise, an increase in
the thickness after growth stabilizes the shell. The second effect is related to
mechanics through changes in residual stress. Radial growth induces a compressive
radial stress (see Fig. 5) which tends to further destabilize the shell under pressure.
Similarly, radial resorption (or circumferential growth) induces a tensile radial stress
(see Fig. 5) that stabilizes the shell. To illustrate these two opposing effects, we show
in Fig. 12 the critical pressure Pcrit for the mode n ¼ 10 as a function of thickness and
for small values of radial growth and resorption. For thin shells (A=B close to 1),
radial growth is stabilizing. This can be understood as follows. For thin shells, a
small change in thickness has a direct effect on the strain needed for instability (see
Fig. 9 in the thin shell regime). For thick shells, a change in thickness does not
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significantly change the critical strain needed for the existence of an axisymmetric
solution (see Fig. 9 for A=Bo1=2).
The effect of growth on thin shells can be explicitly computed by using the small

shell approximation and computing asymptotically the critical displacement for each
mode:

aðnÞa ¼ a0ðnÞ þ a1ðg; nÞdþ a2ðg; nÞd
2
þ a3ðg; nÞd

3
þOðd4Þ, (90)

where d ¼ B�A
A
and the coefficients aiðg; nÞ are explicitly given in Appendix E. The

critical mode number is the first unstable mode number, it is given by the solution of
qaa

qn
¼ 0. Once the critical mode number ncrit is known, the critical envelope giving the

critical value of the strain for instability can be computed explicitly as aaðncritÞ and is
given by

aa ¼ 1þ
1

2
�
5

6
g

� �
dþ

5

24
�
3g
4
þ
25

72
g2

� �
d2

�
g
864

ð21� 168 g� 88g2Þd3 þOðd4Þ. ð91Þ

Once the critical envelope is known, the critical pressure can be calculated explicitly
by integrating (50) for a neo-Hookean energy:

Pcrit ¼ 8ðgdÞ2 þ
2

3
ðgdÞ3 þOðd4Þ. (92)

And since,

dP

dgi

ðg1 ¼ 1; g2 ¼ 1Þ ¼ ð�1Þiþ1ð16d2 þ 2d3 þOðd4ÞÞ; i ¼ 1; 2, (93)

we conclude that for thin shells, radial growth or circumferential resorption has a
stabilizing effect whereas radial resorption or circumferential growth is destabilizing.
5.2.2. Spontaneous instabilities

Another feature of interest can be seen in Fig. 12. For thick shells and radial
growth, the pressure necessary to destabilize the shell decreases with the thickness.
This is due to the residual compressive stress associated with radial growth and it
suggests that for sufficient growth, the shell might become unstable without any
external applied stress. To test this possibility, we consider thick shells and high
mode numbers so that the WKB expansion given in Appendix F is valid. In this
regime, one can compute the critical value of g leading to an instability at zero
pressure. In Fig. 13, we show the critical radial growth gcrit as a function of the initial
thickness for high mode number (including n ¼ 1 obtained by taking aa ¼ a0 in the
WKB expansion (138)). The exact threshold for an instability is not known since the
WKB expansion is only valid for high mode number and the first instability occurs
around mode n ¼ 10. Nevertheless, the value of gcrit, provides an upper bound for
the instability.
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Fig. 13. The critical value of radial growth necessary to induce a spontaneous instability in a shell of initial

thickness A=B for the modes n ¼ 40; 80;1. Note that the WKB expansion is not valid for low modes so
that the value of gcrit given by the mode n ¼ 1 is a upper bound for the instability.
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6. Conclusions

Biological growth is a problem of considerable complexity with many
experimental and theoretical challenges. The theory of growth for biological soft
tissues has been developed over the years to include general effects and interactions
with other constituents and is now reaching maturity. In this paper we have focused
our attention on the consequence of growth on the stability properties of a neo-
Hookean elastic material. We have considered the stability of a growing
incompressible shell under constant but anisotropic growth. This is the simplest
model for growth that can be considered but it already leads to interesting behaviors
and consideration regarding the effects of growth on stability. In particular we have
identified two regimes where geometric and mechanical effects play different role and
show that anisotropic growth can be the source of spontaneous instabilities. For thin
shells, geometric effects dominate and radial growth (or circumferential resorption)
has a stabilizing effect. This is due to the fact that in these cases, shell thickness
increases with radial growth. Conversely, radial resorption (or circumferential
growth) has a destabilizing effect since the shell thickness decreases and thin shells
are more unstable. For thick shells, mechanical effects dominate as residual stress
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builds up. In radial growth, thick shells are more unstable due to the buildup of
compressive residual stress. Conversely, circumferential growth develops tensile
residual stress and are more stable.
Soft tissues in large deformations are not well characterized by rubber-like energy

functionals and some of the instabilities shown here may not be present for more
realistic choices of constitutive functions. For instance, for Fung-type materials, the
instability found for half-space under bi-axial compression disappears when the
deviation from neo-Hookean behavior increases. The dependence of stability
threshold for growing elastic materials on the particular choice of the constitutive
function and parameters represents an interesting field of study that could be
explored by the methods given here.
Most tissues react and adapt during growth and the development of a material

cannot be effectively modeled by a tensor with slowly increasing components and
accordingly a proper constitutive relationship for the growth rate which include
adaptation should be used. Nevertheless, the growing shell can be used as a
paradigm to understand the effect of anisotropic growth but also to study two
important effects namely, differential growth and stress-dependent growth.
Differential growth refers to growth dependent on position in the reference body.
Some part of the body experiences faster growth than others which naturally leads to
change of shape and possibly to morphogenesis. Within the theory of exact elasticity
here, it corresponds to a growth tensor with explicit dependence on the position. The
effect of differential growth for spherical elastic shells is discussed in Goriely and Ben
Amar (2005) where it is shown that an isotropic resorption with a linear profile leads
to compressive stresses that can produce buckling. The second effect is stress-
mediated growth. It is now well documented that growth is partly regulated by the
stress applied to the body (Taber, 1995; Humphrey, 2003; Cowin, 2004). Epstein and
Maugin (2000) argue on mechanical grounds that the natural way to introduce this
effect (and other anisotropic effects) is to relate the growth rate to the Mandel stress
in the intermediate configuration obtained after application of the growth tensor (see
Imatani and Maugin, 2002 for an implementation of these ideas). The general effect
of stress-induced growth on stability properties remains an open problem of
fundamental importance.
Elastic instabilities due to growth have been proposed by different authors as a

fundamental mechanism for morphogenesis (Odell et al., 1981; Steele, 2000;
Dumais et al., 2000; Keller et al., 2003; Shipman and Newell, 2004). The basic
idea is that in a morphogenetic event, the wavelengths selected for new emerging
shapes are selected by a buckling-type instabilities arising through growth-induced
stress. However, most of these models decouple the two problems (growth and
instability) by assuming either that the effect of growth is to create residual-stress in
the material (seen as an elastic shell on an elastic foundation) in which buckling
occur or to change the effective metric (Audoly and Boudaoud, 2003) on which
relative strains are computed (thereby, introducing residual strains in the problem).
The theory of growing elastic soft-tissue could be used to describe both growth and
instability on the same footing, thereby providing a unified framework to describe
morphogenesis.
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Appendix A. Useful rules about tensors

In the following, let A;B;C be second-order tensors with cartesian components
Aij ;Bij ;Cij and F ¼ F ðAÞ a scalar function of A. We denote by (�) the contraction, in
Cartesian components, over one repeated index and by (:) a contraction on two
repeated indices. We recall some elementary but useful rules about tensor
differentiation.
The derivative of the scalar function F with respect to the tensor A is a tensor

whose cartesian components are

qF ðAÞ

qA

� �
ij

¼
qF ðAÞ

qAji

. (94)

Now let A ¼ B � C and consider the derivative of F with respect to B:

qF

qB
ðAÞ ¼ C �

qF

qA
ðAÞ. (95)

Other useful identities are Jacobi’s relations for the first and second derivatives of a
nonvanishing determinant,

q
qA

detðAÞð Þ ¼ detðAÞA�1, ð96Þ

q
qA

q
qA

detðAÞð Þ : B ¼ detðAÞ½ðA�1 : BÞA�1
� A�1

� B � A�1
�, ð97Þ

where we have used the derivative of the inverse of a tensor

q
qA

A�1

� �
: B ¼ �A�1

� B � A�1. (98)
Appendix B. Spherical coordinates

Let ðr; y;jÞ be the spherical coordinates defined with respect to the Cartesian
coordinates ðx; y; zÞ by

x ¼ r cos y sinj, ð99Þ

y ¼ r sin y sinj, ð100Þ

z ¼ r cosj, ð101Þ
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where r 2 ½0;1Þ; y 2 ½0; 2pÞ; j 2 ½0;p� and er; ey; ej the associated basis. Let v ¼
vrer þ vyey þ vjej then

divðvÞ ¼
1

r2
qrðr

2vrÞ þ
1

r sin y
qy½ðsin yÞvy� þ

1

r sin y
qjvj. (102)

Let f ¼ f ðr; y;jÞ, then

gradðf Þ ¼ ðqrf Þer þ
1

r
ðqyf Þey þ

1

r sin y
ðqjf Þej. (103)

Let A be a tensor, then the components of the divergence of A are

½divðAÞ�r ¼
1

r2
qrðr

2ArrÞ þ
1

r sin y
qy½ðsin yÞAyr� þ

1

r sin y
qjAjr �

Ayy þ Ajj

r
,

ð104Þ

½divðAÞ�y ¼
1

r2
qrðr

2AryÞ þ
1

r sin y
qy½ðsin yÞAyy� þ

1

r sin y
qjAjy

þ
Ayr � cot yAjj

r
, ð105Þ

½divðAÞ�j ¼
1

r2
qrðr

2ArjÞ þ
1

r sin y
qy½ðsin yÞAyj� þ

1

r sin y
qjAjj

þ
Ajr þ cot yAjy

r
. ð106Þ
Appendix C. The elastic moduli

Let W ¼ W ðAÞ be the elastic energy and A ¼ q2W
qAqA ðA

ð0Þ
Þ be the elastic moduli

evaluated in the reference configuration. The instantaneous elastic moduli are the
elements of the fourth-order tensor L defined by the relation

L : Fð1Þ ¼ Að0Þ
� ðA : Fð1ÞÞ � Að0Þ. (107)

In Cartesian components, the elastic moduli are:

Aijkl ¼
qW

qAjiqAlk

, (108)

and

Lijkl ¼ A
ð0Þ
imAmjknA

ð0Þ
nl . (109)

In general, let ai be the principal values of A, then for an isotropic hyper-
elastic materials the components of L on the Eulerian principal axes associated
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with A are (Ogden, 1984, p. 412):

Liijj ¼ aiaj

q2W
qaiqaj

, ð110Þ

Lijij ¼ ai

qW

qai

� aj

qW

qaj

� �
a2i

ða2i � a2j Þ
; iaj, ð111Þ

Lijji ¼ Ljiij ¼ Lijij � ai

qW

qai

; iaj. ð112Þ

If ai ¼ aj for some iaj, then we have

Lijij ¼
1

2
Liiii �Liijj þ ai

qW

qai

� �
, ð113Þ

Liiii ¼ Ljjjj ; Liikk ¼ Ljjkk, ð114Þ

Likik ¼ Ljkjk; Likki ¼ Ljkkj . ð115Þ
Appendix D. Numerical integration

We give here a brief presentation of the method used to solve Eq. (68) with
boundary values given by Eqs. (76)–(77). The method that we used is based on the
general determinantal method but is implemented differently to avoid the typical
issues associated with the evaluation of determinants. The general problem is to find
the values of a parameter (say, l) for which there is a solution of a fourth-order
equation with mixed boundary values. Let y ¼ ½U ;U 0;U 00;U 000�T be the vector of
variable and derivatives. The fourth-order problem can be written as a system of
four first-order equations that we write

y0 ¼ fðy; rÞ; y 2 R4, (116)

where r is the independent variable. The boundary value conditions are given by a set
of four linear functions c1;2;3;4ðyðrÞ; rÞ which vanish at one of the boundaries, namely

c1;2ðyðaÞ; aÞ ¼ 0; c3;4ðyðbÞ; bÞ ¼ 0. (117)

In order to find values of the parameter for which a solution of the equation with
proper boundary conditions exists, the general strategy of the determinantal method
(Haughton and Ogden, 1979) is to consider two copies of system (116), that is

yð1Þ
0

¼ fðyð1Þ; rÞ; yð2Þ
0

¼ fðyð2Þ; rÞ. (118)

The parameter l in the system is given by the relationship between the endpoints a

and b through relations such as (48) (in our case l ¼ A=B). For a first guess l1, we
integrate System (118) up to r ¼ b with linearly independent conditions yð1ÞðaÞ, yð2ÞðaÞ

that satisfy both conditions at r ¼ a (that is c1;2ðy
ð1;2ÞðaÞ; aÞ ¼ 0). Then at r ¼ b, one
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evaluates the determinant

DðrÞ ¼
c3ðy

ð1ÞðrÞ; rÞ c3ðy
ð1ÞðrÞ; rÞ

c4ðy
ð2ÞðrÞ; rÞ c4ðy

ð2ÞðrÞ; rÞ

�����
�����. (119)

Since the system is linear, if DðbÞ ¼ 0 there is a linear combination of yð1Þ and yð2Þ that
satisfies System (116) with boundary values (117). If DðbÞa0, then one iterates on l1
until the determinant vanishes. However, in many applications numerical
instabilities are present due to the typical difficulties of evaluating the determinant
D. To circumvent this problem, the determinantal method is usually replaced by the
compound matrix equations where a suitable basis for the evaluation of the
determinant is introduced and a larger system of equations is integrated (Haughton
and Orr, 1997).
Here we propose a slightly different strategy that does not require an iteration on

the parameter l or the direct evaluation of a determinant. Since the boundary points
a and b are related by l through the strain, the problem can be rephrased as follows.
For a given value of a, consider System (118) with an extra equation for the
determinant

D0ðrÞ ¼
X
i¼1;2

qDðrÞ
qyðiÞ

:fðyðiÞ; r; lÞ. (120)

The new system for z ¼ ½yð1Þ; yð2Þ;D�T is integrated on r with a stop condition on the
vanishing of the last component. This provides the value of r ¼ b from which the
value of l is found (For the problem at hand, we integrate from a and once b is
known, we deduce the value of A=B from relation (48)). The two main advantages of
this approach is that the evaluation of the determinant is performed by the
integration routine that can be chosen appropriately if the problem is stiff and that
there is no iteration on the parameter. The entire problem is reduced to the
integration of a system of nine equations with a stop condition.
Appendix E. Thin shell analysis

The numerical procedure for the computation of critical curves given in the
previous appendix can be adapted for the computation of series solutions in the thin
shell limit. For thin shells, one can obtain analytic results by introducing the small
parameter � ¼ ðb � aÞ and the stretched variable (Fu, 1998)

r ¼
r � a

�
. (121)

System (118) now reads

dz

dr
¼ gðz; r; �Þ, (122)

where z ¼ ½yð1Þ; yð2Þ�T, g ¼ ½fðyð1ÞÞ; fðyð2ÞÞ�T, and the integration takes place between
r ¼ 0 and r ¼ 1. We seek solutions of this system of eight equations with initial
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values zðr ¼ 0; �Þ ¼ ½y
ð1Þ
0 ; yð2Þ0 �T ¼ z0ð�Þ where we choose y

ð1Þ
0 and y

ð2Þ
0 to be linearly

independent and such that the conditions

c1;2ðy
ð1Þ
0 ; r ¼ 0; �Þ; c1;2ðy

ð2Þ
0 ; r ¼ 0; �Þ, (123)

given by (117) are identically satisfied. We look for solutions analytic in �

z ¼
Xk

i¼0

zi�
i þOð�kþ1Þ (124)

that satisfy

dzi

dr
¼ giðz1; z2; . . . ; ziÞ; zð0Þi ¼ z0;i, (125)

where the linear vector fields gi and the initial values z0;i are, respectively, the
coefficients of the expansions g ¼

P
igi�

i and z0 ¼
P

iz0;i�
i. These linear systems can

be integrated explicitly and the solution z1;i at r ¼ 1 computed. The solution at the
outer boundary z1 ¼

P
i

z1;i�i is a function of the unknown parameter a (or,
equivalently, the parameter aa) and the condition for the existence of a solution of
the original problem is the vanishing of the determinant

D ¼
c3ðy

ð1Þð1ÞÞ c3ðy
ð1Þð1ÞÞ

c4ðy
ð2Þð1ÞÞ c4ðy

ð2Þð1ÞÞ

�����
�����, (126)

where ½yð1Þð1Þ; yð2Þð1Þ�T ¼ z1. We expand aa in powers of � and solve D ¼ 0 to each
order. To order 3 the solution reads

aðnÞa ¼ a0ðnÞ þ ~a1ðg; nÞ�þ ~a2ðg; nÞ�2 þOð�3Þ, (127)

where a0 is the first positive root of

ðn þ 2Þðn � 1Þa120 þ 2ðn2 þ n þ 7Þa60 � 3nðn þ 1Þ ¼ 0, (128)

and

~a1 ¼
a30
2gg32

�
1

2
, (129)

~a2 ¼ �
1

72g32g
2
½�462a60g

2g32 � 342n2ga90 þ 33n2g2g92 þ 98ng2g92 þ 6n4a90g

� 330g32na
6
0 þ 90n4ga30g

6
2 � 41n4g2g92 þ 672ga

9
0 þ 24n5g2g92 � 1470g

3
2a
6
0

� 180gna30g
6
2 � 348nga90 þ 345ng2a60g

3
2 � 57n4a60g

3
2g
2 � 114n3a60g

3
2g
2

þ 288a60g
3
2n
2g2 þ 180n3ga30g

6
2 � 90n2ga30g

6
2 � 122n3g2g92 þ 360g

9
2n
2

þ 90g92n
3 þ 12a90n

3gþ 45g92n
4 þ 315g92n � 150g32n

3a60 � 405g
3
2n
2a60

� 75g32n
4a60 þ 8n6g2g92�

�½�3g62n
2 � a60n

4 � 2a60n
3 þ 14a60 � 6n2a60 � 5na60 � 6g

6
2n

þ 6n3g62 þ 3n4g62�
�1. ð130Þ
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Higher order coefficients can be computed in a similar manner. To obtain the critical
curves in terms of the parameter d ¼ ðB � AÞ=A, we use the expression for the
volume of the deformed shell:

b3 � a3 ¼ gg32ðB
3 � A3Þ. (131)

To second-order it reads � ¼
gg3
2

a2
0

d and the expansion of the critical curves in terms of
d reads

aðnÞa ¼ a0ðnÞ þ a1ðg; nÞdþ a2ðg; nÞd
2
þOðd3Þ, (132)

where ai ¼ ~ai
gg3
2

a2
0

� �i

for i40.

In Fig. 11, the comparison between the numerical curves and the expansion for
thin shells to third-order is given. The thin shell expansion gives an excellent
approximation of the numerical curves. Moreover, the limiting value corresponding
to � ¼ d ¼ 0 is the exact critical strain.
For high mode number n and thin shells a simpler expression for the critical curve

can be obtained:

aa ¼
4n4 � 2n2 þ 2n � 1

4n4

�
ð5gn þ 4n5g� 4n2g� 4n5 þ n � 6gþ 2n3 � 2n2 þ 4n3gÞd

8n5

�
1

864n5
ð�276n3g2 � 396n3gþ 90n3 þ 48n6g2 þ 1640ng2 � 1467gn

þ 45n þ 48g2n7 þ 276n2g2 þ 396n2g� 90n2 � 420n5g2 þ 576n5g

� 180n5 þ 2538g� 3556g2Þd2 þO d3;
1

n6

� �
. ð133Þ
Appendix F. High mode analysis

Eq. (79) with boundary conditions (84) and (85) also admits a WKB expansion
valid in the large n limit. Such solution has been computed in the classical case in
(Fu, 1998). This expansion can be captured by setting

UðrÞ ¼ exp

Z r

a

SðrÞdr

� �
, (134)

with

S ¼ n
X1
i¼0

Sin
�i. (135)

The functions Si can be obtained by substituting Eq. (134) in Eq. (79) and solving to
each order in n. Since the problem is of fourth-order, the equation to order n�4 has
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four distinct solutions given by

S
ð1;2Þ
0 ¼ �

1

r
; S

ð3;4Þ
0 ¼ �

a3

r
. (136)

Each of these solutions gives rise to a solution

U ðkÞ ¼ exp

Z r

a

SðkÞ dr

� �
¼ exp

Z r

a

n
X1
i¼0

S
ðkÞ
i n�i

 !
dr

" #
. (137)

The equations for S
ðkÞ
i with i40 is linear with coefficients depending only on

fS
ðkÞ
j ; j ¼ 0; . . . ; i � 1g. We test the existence of a solution to the boundary value

problem by looking for a linear combination of the four fundamental solutions
satisfying the boundary conditions. There exists such a solution when the
determinant of the matrix built on the four boundary conditions (84)–(85) evaluated
on the four solutions vanish identically. Let c1;2ðUÞ and c3;4ðUÞ be the boundary
conditions (taken respectively at r ¼ a and r ¼ b) and Mij ¼ ciðU

ðjÞÞ; i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 4.
Then the condition for the existence of a solution to the boundary value problem in
the large n limit is simply given by the vanishing of D ¼detðMijÞ. However, the values
of the parameters at which this determinant vanishes have to be evaluated
numerically.
Further theoretical progress can be achieved for thick shells, that is for shells such

that ðB � AÞ=A ¼ Oð1Þ. In such case, the expansion of the determinant is itself an
asymptotic series and an excellent approximation of the neutral curves can be
obtained by finding the roots of the coefficient in front of the exponentially
dominant term. This analysis leads to

aa ¼ a0 þ a1
1

n
þ a2

1

n2
þ a3

1

n3
þO

1

n4

� �
, (138)

where a0 is the first positive root of

a0 ¼
1

12
576 26þ 6

ffiffiffiffiffi
33

p� �1=3
þ 234 26þ 6

ffiffiffiffiffi
33

p� �2=3�
�576� 54 26þ 6

ffiffiffiffiffi
33

p� �2=3 ffiffiffiffiffi
33

p
�1=3

� :6661423391 ð139Þ

and

a1 ¼
�ð3gþ 11Þa60 � ð32þ 4gÞa30 þ 9þ 5g

12ga50ða
3
0 þ 2Þ

, ð140Þ

a2 ¼
ð�70752g� 31349� 3111g2Þa60 � ð164574þ 73724g� 45474g2Þa30 � 13163g

2 þ 27972gþ 51387

18ða30 þ 2Þ
3g2a140 ða0 � 1Þ

3
ða0 þ 1Þ

2
ða20 þ 1þ a0Þ

3
ða20 þ 1� a0Þ

2
.

ð141Þ

For g ¼ 1, we recover the classical expansion (86). Note also that the limit from thick
shell to the complete sphere can be obtained by taking the limit A ! 0 at fixed B or,
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alternatively, by taking A constant and B ! 1. This last limit corresponds to a half-
space under biaxial compression and the limiting value aa ¼ 0:6661 is the classical
value obtained for such an instability (Green and Zerna, 1992).
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